
AN APPEAL TO BRING LIGHT TO SOME LIVES 
 
We are pleased to introduce us as an upcoming, promising player in the field of renewable energy with a dream & 
determination to blend technology with movements for socio-economic transformation. As a part of our mission , we 
are pleased to introduce to you our initiative to bring light into life of a million people staying in far most rural areas 
where study after sunset is a dream, cooking without light is a habit & eating in dark is a destiny.   
 
The change is possible. The total transformation is a cherished mission.  
The change is possible due to a big “YOU”. How? …. Here is a fact file …. 
 
Project Name 
Light For Life 
 
Our Goal 
In the first phase, to distribute 100,000 Solar Lanterns in 3 Years to rural areas where electricity is just a dream. 
 
Our Mission 
To be a bridging element between the ones who have and the ones who do not have. We invite you to be part of this 
mission. 
 
Why Solar Lanterns? 
Approximately 100,000 villages in India do not have any electricity while another 300,000 villages do not get electricity 
for more than 4-6 hours a day. It is difficult to know their plight in such conditions and even more difficult to think of us 
living in such conditions. We believe Solar Lanterns will bring some light in their lives for basic daily tasks & needs. 
 
What made us do this? 
With our focus on cutting down costs and generating electricity through “Renewable Energy Solutions” for residences, 
offices and factories, we realized that there are thousands of villages in India which do not even have enough electricity 
to meet basic needs. This motivated us to start this drive to work towards bringing some light in their lives. We decided 
to start this drive. 
 
How this will help? 
This drive will bring light to a 100,000 houses in rural areas of India allowing students to study, women to cook, men to 
run cottage industries, group of women to run small scale industries and families to sit together in some light.  
 
Our Focus Regions 
Maharashtra, Gujarat, North East India, Rajasthan to begin with and we intend to cover all states at some point or the 
other. If some village with electricity problems in known to you, the same can be shared with us. 
 
Focus Recipients 
Rural houses, municipality schools, hospitals, health centers in villages , temples , village chaupals , vegetable / food 
grain vendors , public places , clinics, ashrams, orphanages, etc 
 
How can you contribute? 
Just pay Rs.999/- in name of “M/S RAINBOW TECH” towards contribution for a solar lantern. We manage and drive the 
entire process of supply, delivery, training, after sales service, etc. It is a respect of a family by another family & 
therefore It is not a donation.  We are more than convinced that gift given with respect is always accepted & regarded. 
 
Without You we cannot Succeed, and With You we cannot Fail! 
 
Best regards, 
For RAINBOW TECH 
Kashyap V. Desai 


